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This book brings together research articles by active practitioners and leading researchers reporting recent advances in the field of knowledge discovery. An overview of the field, looking at the issues and challenges involved is followed by coverage of recent trends in data mining. This provides the context for the subsequent chapters on methods and applications. Part I is devoted to the foundations of mining different types of complex data like trees, graphs, links and sequences. A knowledge discovery approach based on problem decomposition is also described. Part II presents important applications of advanced mining techniques to data in unconventional and complex domains, such as life sciences, world-wide web, image databases, cyber security and sensor networks. With a good balance of introductory material on the knowledge discovery process, advanced issues and state-of-the-art tools and techniques, this book will be useful to students at Masters and PhD level in Computer Science, as well as practitioners in the field.

The growth in the amount of data collected and generated has exploded in recent times with the widespread automation of various day-to-day activities, advances in high-level scientific and engineering research and the development of efficient data collection tools. This has given rise to the need for automatically analyzing the data in order to extract knowledge from it, thereby making the data potentially more useful.

Knowledge discovery and data mining (KDD) is the process of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful and ultimately understandable patterns from massive data repositories. It is a multi-disciplinary topic, drawing from several fields including expert systems, machine learning, intelligent databases, knowledge acquisition, case-based reasoning, pattern recognition and statistics.
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Mint.com For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Get empowered and take control of your personal finances with Mint.com!


	Mint.com is a free Web-based personal financial management service that helps you set up your day-to-day finances and track bank, credit card, investment, and loan transactions through a single Web site that is accessible anytime, anywhere in the world...
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Technology Blueprints: Technology Foundations for High Performance CompaniesAspatore Books, 2003
In the present era of the post "new economy," scores of successful companies are now tending more than ever to steer away from the old model of extreme reward by extreme speculation. While innovation thrives today, it is focused on the fundamentals of value and high performance. Technology blueprints are concrete, proven tactical and...
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Vertigo and Dizziness: Common ComplaintsSpringer, 2013

	Vertigo and Dizziness: Common Complaints, Second Edition revises and updates the first edition to reflect the advances that have taken place in this field.


	Valid epidemiological studies are now available on the prevalence and incidence of these illnesses. There have been improvements in diagnostic criteria and important new...
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Architecting Composite Applications and Services with TIBCO (TIBCO Press)Addison Wesley, 2012

		The architecture series from TIBCO® Press comprises a coordinated set of titles for software architects and developers, showing how to combine TIBCO components to design and build real-world solutions. TIBCO’s product suite comprises components with functionality ranging from messaging through services, service...
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Software Engineering and Testing: An Introduction (Computer Science)Jones and Bartlett Publishers, 2009
Designed for an introductory software engineering course or as a reference for programmers, this up to date text uses both theory and applications to design reliable, error-free software. Starting with an introduction to the various types of software, the book moves through life-cycle models, software specifications, testing techniques,...
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Agile Game Development with ScrumAddison Wesley, 2010

	Deliver Better Games Faster, On Budget—And Make Game Development Fun Again!


	Game development is in crisis—facing bloated budgets, impossible schedules, unmanageable complexity, and death march overtime. It’s no wonder so many development studios are struggling to survive. Fortunately,...
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